
Serious	creACTivity	

Taking	a	different	viewpoint	



Change	happens	(just	like	shite;	we’ll	come	back	on	that)		

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jgvx9OfZKJw	Creativity	more	time,	deadlines	



CHANGE 
Do you think it is easy to change? 
 

Ah, it is very hard to change and be different. 
It means passing through the waters of oblivion 
	

D.H. Lawrence 



In new changing circumstances we easily fall back on 
old, known methods.  
Psychology  calls this regression.  
 
Too often we forget not so fast as might be good for us.  

 
Oblivion: not so easy as we might think. 



 Forgetting,  
 how do you do that? 
	

The learning curve 
       vs  
Forgetting curve 
 
  

Speed of development  
* numeracy,  
* literacy and  
* Flexibility  and  

Just think of  
  BLACK SWANS	



Freedom	to	create:	
Shifting	the	paradigm		

Problem- 
solving 

reactive 

Innovate  
excel 

anticipate	

Create	
opportunities	

Focus	wheel:	http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=NL&hl=nl&v=OORnMYoWX9c		



Great	shifts		



(1968	Neuchatel)	Quartz	watch		

(Joel	Barker)	Easy	seat		

Fuzzy	logics:	

And	:		







Undoing the frame  





REFRAMING !!?? 

We tend to ‘frame’  
what we see on  
the similarity with 
things we know.  
 
 

Reframing means changing 
 reactive into -------- 
(..The same characters, new order..) 



Austin Kleon 



Combining different outlooks 
in one process: focus 



OK, we’re out .. What now ?!

“The only person!
who likes change is a wet baby,”!



creativity 

flexibility 

efficiency 

effectiveness 
Two-ness, 	http://www.fritsjansen.nl		



The  
 DEEP  
   DIVE  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6EgoiPxNDs	[IDEO]	

In 4 STEPS 







SH I T E: the real needs 





No	jumping	to	conclusions	



Rogers evaluation

In his book ’The new Revolution’ Carl Rogers gives a way for positive feedback. An essential 
part of this technique is the acceptance of the other as he/she is. You name what you liked in 
the actions of the other(s) and you formulate a suggestion on what you would like.  

Procedure

Always give opportunity to prepare: each one reflects on participants and looks for 
one ‘good’ aspect and one that you would do differently.

(1) First round

First person makes a round by giving one ‘good/favourable’ action of each 
participant. 

Formulate in positive manner: “I like …; I appreciate …..; I admire ……”

All the others follow likewise. 

(2) Second round: 

First person reframes ‘unfavourable’ aspect into a suggestion e.g. “I would like you 
to / appreciate / prefer ….. “ 

(3) Third round: 



Reflection and intention: Individually each participant decides on 1 action for 
change. 



For complete evaluation: 

http://www.hanskokhuis.nl/RogersEvaluation.pdf 
 






For the complete presentation see:

http://www.hanskokhuis.nl/survey%205November2018.pdf		
	

For extra information: 

http://www.hanskokhuis.nl/Quotes.html	
http://www.creasynth.nl/creativeprocess-explanation.pdf		
http://www.hanskokhuis.nl/StartEnglishIndex.html/			


